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Tangled in Time: The Portal
This is the story of Sara (Hannah) Matuson Rigler's
survival when caught in the catastrophe of the
Holocaust by 10 British Prisoners of War, whose
compassion matched her courage, and how she kept
her promise to her brutally murdered family to
remember and honor them by doing good in the
world.
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Where Do We Go from Here
Now in paperback, the national bestselling riches-torags true story of an advertising executive who had it
all, then lost it all—and was finally redeemed by his
new job, and his twenty-eight-year-old boss, at
Starbucks. In his fifties, Michael Gates Gill had it all: a
mansion in the suburbs, a wife and loving children, a
six-figure salary, and an Ivy League education. But in
a few short years, he lost his job, got divorced, and
was diagnosed with a brain tumor. With no money or
health insurance, he was forced to get a job at
Starbucks. Having gone from power lunches to
scrubbing toilets, from being served to serving,
Michael was a true fish out of water. But fate brings
an unexpected teacher into his life who opens his
eyes to what living well really looks like. The two
seem to have nothing in common: She is a young
African American, the daughter of a drug addict; he is
used to being the boss but reports to her now. For the
first time in his life he experiences being a member of
a minority trying hard to survive in a challenging new
job. He learns the value of hard work and humility, as
well as what it truly means to respect another person.
Behind the scenes at one of America’s most intriguing
businesses, an inspiring friendship is born, a family
begins to heal, and, thanks to his unlikely mentor,
Michael Gill at last experiences a sense of self-worth
and happiness he has never known before. Watch a
QuickTime trailer for this book.

The Journey That Saved Curious George
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Pepper Taylor took it on the chin in love and life more
times than she cared to count. She has finally found
the man of her dreams in Gabriel Seigal, but when
he's diagnosed with a crippling illness, their future
comes apart at the seams. As if that isn't enough, the
prospect of an unexpected child give their world
another spin in the cosmic blender. Can Pepper
navigate the overwhelming paths through grief, loss,
and unexpected motherhood?

The Bitter Side of Sweet
The Widow and the Orphan
Newbery honor winner, New York Times bestseller,
Edgar Award Finalist, and E.B. White Read-Aloud
Honor book. A hilarious Southern debut with the kind
of characters you meet once in a lifetime Rising sixth
grader Miss Moses LoBeau lives in the small town of
Tupelo Landing, NC, where everyone's business is fair
game and no secret is sacred. She washed ashore in a
hurricane eleven years ago, and she's been making
waves ever since. Although Mo hopes someday to find
her "upstream mother," she's found a home with the
Colonel--a café owner with a forgotten past of his
own--and Miss Lana, the fabulous café hostess. She
will protect those she loves with every bit of her
strong will and tough attitude. So when a lawman
comes to town asking about a murder, Mo and her
best friend, Dale Earnhardt Johnson III, set out to
uncover the truth in hopes of saving the only family
Mo has ever known. Full of wisdom, humor, and grit,
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this timeless yarn will melt the heart of even the
sternest Yankee.

Jefferson's Sons
Craving change and lacking logic, at 26, Jamie, a cute
and quirky Californian, impulsively moves to New
Zealand to avoid dating after reading that the
country's population has 100,000 fewer men. In her
journal, she captures a hysterically honest look at
herself, her past and her new wonderfully weird world
filled with curious characters and slapstick situations
in unbelievably bizarre jobs. It takes a zany jaunt to
the end of the Earth and a serendipitous meeting with
a fellow traveler before Jamie learns what it really
means to get rooted.

Ruthie's Gift
From a sentient space ship lost in deep space to a
man whose hatred of robots risks tearing his family
apart, the characters in this collection of short stories
will stay with you long after you've turned the last
page. Discover the future face of human trafficking
through the eyes of a little girl, follow an ancient
tribe's shaman as he embarks on a journey to save
his people, or share in an astronaut's final moments
as an alien growth takes over his body; these are just
some of the thrilling adventures packed into Infinite
Science Fiction One. Infinite Science Fiction is
intended to be a long-running series of anthologies.
We aim to collect some of the best science fiction
stories from all over the world. We will be back. #
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TABLE OF CONTENTS: Introduction by Dany G. Zuwen
- "REAL" by Janka Hobbs - "BY THE NUMBERS" by Tim
Major - "TIN SOUL" by Elizabeth Bannon - "SIX
MINUTES" by P. Anthony Ramanauskas "MATCHMAKER" by John Walters - "THE WEDDING" by
Nick Hilbourn - "SLOW" by Jay Wilburn "GOSPEL OF"
by Rebecca Ann Jordan - "THE SILENT DEAD" by Dan
Devine - "NOTHING BESIDE REMAINS" by Matthew S.
Dent - "THE NIGHT WITH STARS" by William Ledbetter
- "BUTTERFLIES" by Doug Tidwell - "MESSAGE OF
WAR" by Michaele Jordan - "ROLLING BY IN THE
MOONLIGHT" by Liam Nicholas Pezzano - "INFINITY"
by J.B. Rockwell

The War That Changed My Life
Just before the beginning of World War I, eight-yearold Ruthie, who lives with her parents and six
brothers on a farm in Indiana, wishes for a sister and
tries to behave like the lady her mother wants her to
be.

The War That Saved My Life
A fictionalized look at the last twenty years of Thomas
Jefferson's life at Monticello through the eyes of three
of his slaves, two of whom were his sons by his slave,
Sally Hemings.

Infinite Science Fiction One
A young disabled girl and her brother are evacuated
from London to the English countryside during World
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War II, where they find life to be much sweeter away
from their abusive mother.

Don't You Know There's a War On?
Art Hilmo was a teenage boy in Norway when the
Nazis invaded and began to take the Jewish families
to concentration camps. Knowing their lives were at
stake, Art's family decided they would risk everything
to help these poor Jewish people.

A Secret Journey
"Did Mama sing every day?" Caleb asks his sister
Anna. "Every-single-day," she answers. "Papa sang,
too." Their mother died the day after Caleb was born.
Their house on the prairie is quiet now, and Papa
doesn't sing anymore. Then Papa puts an ad in the
paper, asking for a wife, and he receives a letter from
one Sarah Elisabeth Wheaton, of Maine. Papa, Anna,
and Caleb write back. Caleb asks if she sings. Sarah
decides to come for a month. She writes Papa: I will
come by train. I will wear a yellow bonnet. I am plain
and tall, and Tell them I sing. Anna and Caleb wait
and wonder. Will Sarah be nice? Will she like them?
Will she stay?

10 British P.O.W.s Saved My Life
From the author of the beloved classic Where the Red
Fern Grows comes a timeless adventure about a boy
who discovers a tree full of monkeys. The last thing
fourteen-year-old Jay Berry Lee expects to find while
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trekking through the Ozark Mountains of Oklahoma is
a tree full of monkeys. But then Jay learns from his
grandpa that the monkeys have escaped from a
traveling circus, and there’s a big reward for the
person who finds and returns them. His family could
really use the money, so Jay sets off, determined to
catch them. But by the end of the summer, Jay will
have learned a lot more than he bargained for—and
not just about monkeys. From the beloved author of
Where the Red Fern Grows comes another memorable
adventure novel filled with heart, humor, and
excitement. Honors and Praise for Wilson Rawls’
Where the Red Fern Grows: A School Library Journal
Top 100 Children’s Novel An NPR Must-Read for Kids
Ages 9 to 14 Winner of 4 State Awards Over 7 million
copies in print! “A rewarding book . . . [with] careful,
precise observation, all of it rightly phrased.” —The
New York Times Book Review “One of the great
classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully
emotional book has missed out on an important piece
of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common
Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure
you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal

Connecting Through Yes!
World War II is on everyone's mind and in every
headline, and Howie Crispers has a hunch that his
school principal is a spy. With a little snooping
around, Howie finds out something even more
alarming. Principal Lomister may not be a spy, but he
is plotting to get rid of Howie's favorite teacher.
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Howie's dad is fighting Nazis overseas, and his mom
is working hard to support the war effort, so Miss
Gossim is the only person Howie can depend on. With
the help of his friends, and a plan worthy of radio
show superhero Captain Midnight, Howie intends to
save Miss Gossim!

Okay for Now
Sometimes heroes fall and take their loved ones down
with them. Colonel Michael Cedars and reporter Hope
Shane fell in love in a war zone, but then the world
blew up and splintered their lives in two. Coming
home again isn't always easy. A Marine accustomed
to giving orders, Michael struggles to find his role in
civilian life. Wounded, he faces new battles as he
learns to walk again, struggles with wartime ghosts,
and questions his abilities as a husband. Hope doesn't
give up-not on the man she loves and not on her
pursuit of justice. An investigative reporter, she's hot
on the trail of a human trafficking ring. Danger
intensifies as she gets closer to the truth, but the
human traffickers know her weakness. Will Michael
become her Achilles Heel? Is he still the hero she
married or has he become a liability that could get
them both killed?

My Secret
The War that Saved My Life
An MBA from Kellogg, a six-figure salary teasing
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toward seven, and a career trajectory in international
banking that challenged gravity. Whether in Boston or
Moscow, Carson Neshek led a charmed existence
filled with fast cars, lucrative business deals and
beautiful women. With Russia now open for private
investment and the world knocking on the door,
Carson only had time for business. A personal life -- or
at least its encumbrances -- would have to wait. That
included the exotic beauty Sasha and her daughter
Vika, for whom Carson was "daddy" only as an
occasional patron. Russia was a land of adventure and
opportunity that demanded taming. And gambling
with it was an intoxicating game until the stakes
escalated too far too fast - threatening his career and
maybe his life. Carson stood at the dangerous
intersection of corrupt politics and mafia-controlled
business in Russia. As murders began to pile up he
found himself squeezed between the terrifying
Russian criminal underworld, all-reaching Russian
political power, and even U.S. law. Carson would have
to learn whom he could trust and what he could save
and then make a choice -- before it was too late.

Summer of the Monkeys
This book shows how to use agreement to transform
the biggest areas of marital conflict into closeness,
cooperation, and mutually desirable outcomes.
Licensed psychologist, marriage, and relationship
coach Jack Ito PhD illustrates with clear, easy to follow
examples, how to communicate about the biggest
problems that couples face. These are the same
techniques his coaching clients use to stop divorces,
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end affairs, deal with addicted spouses, solve
problems, end blaming, improve dating, handle
money issues, parent cooperatively, get out of debt,
and more. This book is unique in offering
communication training to couples when one spouse
(or significant other) is not ready or willing to work on
the relationship.

21 Aldgate
A New York Times bestseller Like the classic heroines
of Sarah, Plain and Tall, Little Women, and Anne of
Green Gables, Ada is a fighter for the ages. Her
triumphant World War II journey continues in this
sequel to the Newbery Honor–winning The War that
Saved My Life When Ada’s clubfoot is surgically fixed
at last, she knows for certain that she’s not what her
mother said she was—damaged, deranged, crippled
mentally as well as physically. She’s not a daughter
anymore, either. Who is she now? World War II rages
on, and Ada and her brother, Jamie, move with their
guardian, Susan, into a cottage with the iron-faced
Lady Thorton and her daughter, Maggie. Life in the
crowded home is tense. Then Ruth moves in. Ruth, a
Jewish girl, from Germany. A German? Could Ruth be
a spy? As the fallout from war intensifies, calamity
creeps closer, and life during wartime grows even
more complicated. Who will Ada decide to be? How
can she keep fighting? And who will she struggle to
save? Ada’s first story, The War that Saved My Life,
was a #1 New York Times bestseller and won a
Newbery Honor, the Schneider Family Book Award,
and the Josette Frank Award, in addition to appearing
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on multiple best-of-the-year lists. This second
masterwork of historical fiction continues Ada's
journey of family, faith, and identity, showing us that
real freedom is not just the ability to choose, but the
courage to make the right choice. "Honest . . .
Daring." —The New York Times "Stunning." —The
Washington Post ★ "Ada is for the ages—as is this
book. Wonderful." —Kirkus, starred review ★ "Fans of
the first book will love the sequel even more." —SLJ,
starred review ★ "Bradley sweeps us up . . . even as
she moves us to tears." —The Horn Book, starred
review ★ "Perceptive . . . satisfying . . . will stay with
readers." —PW, starred review "Beautiful." —HuffPost

Reckless Endangerment
It is said that the winner writes the history, but it's
also true that the loser is free to use fiction to present
the case for the defeated. John William Corrington, a
noted Southern writer, published And Wait for the
Night, his first novel, in 1964, near the one hundredth
anniversary of the end of the American Civil War. As
the novel begins, he describes the fall of Vicksburg,
Mississippi to show the agony of the defeat of the
Army of the Confederate States by the overwhelming
might of the Federal Army. But And Wait for the Night
is not primarily about the war. It is about
Reconstruction, the twelve-year occupation of the
Confederate States that followed their defeat.
Corrington's dramatic example of this is the
occupation of Shreveport, Louisiana, by the arrogant
uniformed Yankee conquerors, both white and black,
and their plundering civilian companions, the
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carpetbaggers. During the Civil War, one out of every
five Southern families lost a husband, father or son.
Under Reconstruction, the surviving Southerners
found their Confederate money worthless, their land
taken for unpaid taxes, and their civil government
replaced by military fiat. And there was one further
loss: the communal agreement that a Southerner
should live his life with honor. Without any hope of
redress by day, the survivors forgot their honor and
responded by forming secret societies that waited for
the night to take vengeance against their oppressors.
Major Edward Malcolm Sentell, a paroled CSA officer,
tires to maintain his honor but finds himself despised
by his fellow Southerners and helpless to stop the
looming conflict between them and the occupying
Federal forces.

The War I Finally Won
In 1940, Hans and Margret Rey fled their Paris home
as the German army advanced. They began their
harrowing journey on bicycles, pedaling to Southern
France with children’s book manuscripts among their
few possessions. Louise Borden combed primary
resources, including Hans Rey’s pocket diaries, to tell
this dramatic true story. Archival materials introduce
readers to the world of Hans and Margret Rey while
Allan Drummond dramatically and colorfully illustrates
their wartime trek to a new home. Follow the Rey’s
amazing story in this unique large format book that
resembles a travel journal and includes full-color
illustrations, original photos, actual ticket stubs and
more. A perfect book for Curious George fans of all
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ages.

War Stories
The celebrated civil rights leader outlines the trends
in the African American struggle during the sixties,
and pleads for peaceful coexistence between the
African American and white communities.

Three Times Lucky
Drake the Dragon, born with a lame wing, seeks to
see what this new day will bring. Through hapless
adventure, where he dare not go, Drake mistakenly
tumbles into the world below. How will he make it
back to his home above? Well, of course: through
courage and bravery, and with lots of love.

Sky Dragon
Michelle Ruiz Keil's YA fantasy debut about love,
found family, and healing is an ode to post-punk San
Francisco through the eyes of a Mexican-American
girl. Seventeen-year-old Xochi is alone in San
Francisco, running from her painful past: the mother
who abandoned her, the man who betrayed her. Then
one day, she meets Pallas, a precocious twelve-yearold who lives with her rockstar family in one of the
city's storybook Victorians. Xochi accepts a position
as Pallas's live-in governess and quickly finds her
place in the girl's tight-knit household, which operates
on a free-love philosophy and easy warmth despite
the band's growing fame. But on the night of the
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Vernal Equinox, as a concert afterparty rages in the
house below, Xochi and Pallas perform a riot-grrrl
ritual in good fun, accidentally summoning a pair of
ancient beings bound to avenge the wrongs of Xochi's
past. She would do anything to preserve her new life,
but with the creatures determined to exact
vengeance on those who've hurt her, no one is
safe--not the family Xochi's chosen, nor the one she
left behind.

Disenchantment
Two kids from the streets are adopted by the
President of an MC. They grow up to be Royalty. This
is the saga of them all grown. They are the next
generation of the Horsemen. Victor is a Prince and a
warrior. He will someday be the King. Katie is a
fighting Princess that wears designer things with her
weapons. They live in a castle. They are the Royals of
The Horsemen MC.

Fighting Words
More than 30 million Americans quit their jobs in
2015. Many of them left because their jobs had
become too toxic to tolerate. How does this happen?
How can it be stopped? FUCKERY teaches careerdriven employees how to break the bad habits that
destroy people and undermine performance. By
mapping negative habits, you'll reclaim lost
productivity, repair disabled communication, and root
out what threatens success. Transform "I can't wait to
leave" into "I'm excited to be a part of this team."
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The Midwife's Apprentice
In a small village in medieval England, a young
homeless girl acquires a home and a new career
when she becomes the apprentice to a sharptempered midwife.

All of Us with Wings
LOVE RISES is pure, well, not so pure, fiction based on
fact. A young Confederate lieutenant and a daring,
older woman break all the taboos of the South in their
efforts to survive a war-shattered world. When the
Civil War ends, dashing Confederate Lieutenant
Charlie Irving helps Julia's husband, General Robert
Toombs, flee to France to avoid Union charges for
treason. For years, Charlie has lusted after Julia even
though she is a married woman twenty years his
senior, and the South's most celebrated beauty.
Under Charlie's smoldering looks, Julia goes weak in
the knees and dreams of falling with Charlie on the
thick, Persian carpet in her mansion's parlor. The
aftermath of war offers a world based on survival and
a chance to explore their passion if the two can
survive the North's continuing effort to crush the
South. But Julia still loves her husband, and code-ofhonor-bound Charlie has sworn to take care of Julia in
the General's absence. Is General Toombs' desperate
plea to Charlie to do whatever is necessary to keep
his wife safe and happy, curse or blessing on what the
future holds?

And Wait for the Night
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#1 New York Times Bestseller Newbery Honor Book
Winner of the Schneider Family Book Award (Middle
School) Wall Street Journal Best Children's Books of
2015 New York Public Library's 100 Books for Reading
and Sharing An exceptionally moving story of triumph
against all odds set during World War II, from the
acclaimed author of Jefferson’s Sons and for fans of
Number the Stars. Ten-year-old Ada has never left her
one-room apartment. Her mother is too humiliated by
Ada’s twisted foot to let her outside. So when her little
brother Jamie is shipped out of London to escape the
war, Ada doesn’t waste a minute—she sneaks out to
join him. So begins a new adventure for Ada, and for
Susan Smith, the woman who is forced to take the
two kids in. As Ada teaches herself to ride a pony,
learns to read, and watches for German spies, she
begins to trust Susan—and Susan begins to love Ada
and Jamie. But in the end, will their bond be enough
to hold them together through wartime? Or will Ada
and her brother fall back into the cruel hands of their
mother? This masterful work of historical fiction is
equal parts adventure and a moving tale of family and
identity—a classic in the making.

The Horsemen Next Generation
For fans of the Royal Diaries series and Gail Carson
Levine, Newbery Honor-winning author Kathryn Lasky
delivers the first enchanting adventure in a
compelling new middle grade series about a newly
orphaned girl who finds herself time-travelling
between the present day and the court of the two
most memorable English princesses in history. Life
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used to be great for Rose: full of friends, a loving
mom, and a growing fashion blog. But when her
mother dies in a car crash, Rose is sent away to live
with a strange grandmother she hardly knows and
forced to attend a new school where mean girls
ridicule her at every turn. The only place Rose finds
refuge is in her grandmother’s greenhouse. But one
night she sees a strange light glowing from within it.
She goes to investigateand finds herself transported
back five hundred years to Hatfield Palace, where she
becomes servant and confidant of the banished
princess Elizabeth, daughter of King Henry VIII. Rose
soon discovers something else amazing—a locket with
two mysterious images inside it, both clues to her
own past. Could the greenhouse portal offer answers
to the mysteries of her familyand their secrets? “A
convincing, compelling time-travel series rife with
Tudor drama.” —Kirkus

The War that Saved My Life
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Restart, a story of telling truth from lies -- and finding
out what being a hero really means.

The War That Saved My Life
A candid and fierce middle grade novel about
sisterhood and sexual abuse, by Newbery Honor
winner and #1 New York Times best seller Kimberly
Brubaker Bradley "Fighting Words is raw, it is real, it
is necessary, a must-read for children and their
adults--a total triumph in all ways." --Holly Goldberg
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Sloan, New York Times bestselling author of Counting
by 7s Ten-tear-old Della has always had her older
sister, Suki: When their mom went to prison, Della
had Suki. When their mom's boyfriend took them in,
Della had Suki. When that same boyfriend did
something so awful they had to run fast, Della had
Suki. Suki is Della's own wolf--her protector. But who
has been protecting Suki? Della might get told off for
swearing at school, but she has always known how to
keep quiet where it counts. Then Suki tries to kill
herself, and Della's world turns so far upside down, it
feels like it's shaking her by the ankles. Maybe she's
been quiet about the wrong things. Maybe it's time to
be loud. In this powerful novel that explodes the
stigma around child sexual abuse and leavens an
intense tale with compassion and humor, Kimberly
Brubaker Bradley tells a story about two sisters,
linked by love and trauma, who must find their own
voices before they can find their way back to each
other. "One of the most important books ever written
for kids."--Colby Sharp of Nerdy Book Club "One for
the history books.One of the best of the year."--Betsy
Bird for A Fuse #8 Production/SLJ "Gripping. LifechangingI am awe-struck."--Donna Gephart, author of
Lily and Dunkin "Compassionate, truthful, and
beautiful."--Elana K. Arnold, author of Damsel "I am
blown away. [This] may be Kimberly Brubaker
Bradley's best work yet."--Barbara Dee, author of
Maybe He Just Likes You "A book that lets [kids] know
they have never been alone. And never will be." --Kat
Yeh, author of The Truth About Twinkie Pie * "At once
heartbreaking and hopeful."--Kirkus (starred review) *
"Honest [and] empoweringAn important book for
readers of all ages."--SLJ (starred review) *
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"Sensitive[,] deft, and vivid."--BCCB (starred review) *
"Prepare to read furiously."--Booklist (starred review)
* "An essential, powerful mirror and window for any
reader."--PW (starred review) * "Unforgettable." --The
Horn Book (starred review)

Getting Rooted in New Zealand
An exceptionally moving story of triumph against all
odds, set during World War II. Nine-year-old Ada has
never left her one-room flat. Her mother is too
humiliated by Ada’s twisted foot to let her outside. So
when her little brother Jamie is shipped out of London
to escape the war, Ada doesn’t waste a minute—she
sneaks out to join him. So begins a new adventure for
Ada, and for Miss Susan Smith, the woman who is
forced to take in the two children. As Ada teaches
herself to ride a pony, learns to read, and watches for
German spies, she begins to trust Susan—and Susan
begins to love Ada and Jamie. But in the end, will their
bond be enough to hold them together through
wartime? Or will Ada and her brother fall back into the
cruel hands of their mother? This masterful work of
historical fiction is equal parts adventure and a
moving tale of family and identity—a classic in the
making. Kimberly Brubaker Bradley has written
several historical novels for children and young
adults, including the bestselling Newbery Honor Book
The War that Saved My Life. She lives on a farm in
Tennessee with her husband and two young children.
‘Achingly lovelyNuanced and emotionally acute, this
vivid tale from the wartime home front will have
readers ages 10-14 wincing at Ada’s stumbles and
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rejoicing to the point of tears in her victories.’ Wall
Street Journal ‘Ada’s voice is brisk and honest; her
dawning realizations are made all the more poignant
for their simplicity Things come to an explosive head,
metaphorically and literally. Ignorance and abuse are
brought to light, as are the healing powers of care,
respect and love. Set against a backdrop of war and
sacrifice, Ada’s personal fight for freedom and
ultimate triumph are cause for celebration.’ STARRED
reviewKirkus ‘Proving that her courage and
compassion carry far more power than her disability,
Ada earns self-respect, emerges a hero, and learns
the meaning of home.’ STARRED reviewPublishers
Weekly ‘Bradley presents this episode in Britain’s
history in a form that young readers will appreciate,
learn from and enjoy: a moral tale wrapped up in an
adventure storyA moving and uplifting read.’
BookMooch ‘A beautifully written and very moving
book, bound to be an instant classicA beautiful story
of hope and family.’ Booktopia ‘HeartwarmingA
delightful WWII story with a totally winning
protagonist.’ Paper Fury ‘Comforting in its
familiarityAda's voice is honest and authentic and
trueIt's a lovely little novel to curl up with on a rainy
day, that took me back to the novels I read and loved
as a child.’ Steph Bowe ‘Ada’s transformation from an
angry young woman into a confident lady is
imaginatively drawn.’ Australian Women’s Weekly ‘A
moving and captivating story.’ Best Middle Fiction
Books of 2016, Readings ‘A stunning story that will
pluck you into its events and carry you along to its
brilliant ending as if you were a feather on a strong,
steady breeze.’ School Magazine ‘A touching story
that can be read by all ages, The War that Saved My
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Life is deserving of the awards it has won and been
nominated for. It is a book that shows a different side
to the war, and will hopefully become a much-loved
classic in years to come.’ Book Muse

Fuckery
THE WAR THAT SAVED MY LIFE: This nonfiction
companion to Kimberly Brubaker Bradley’s awardwinning novel delves into the context of the World
War II fiction novel, exploring what life was like in
1940s London and the English countryside for child
evacuees during the war. A CLOSER LOOK: Find out
more about the real spies of World War II, ration
books, the dangers of poverty, horses in the English
countryside, and contributions women made on the
home front! NONFICTION COMPANIONS: This series of
48-page books takes popular, grade-appropriate
fiction titles and provides a more in-depth
understanding of them. Also includes a glossary and
before and after-reading activities for home or the
classroom! BENEFITS: Students will love to take a
closer look at books that are already familiar to them,
reading about the histories, author backgrounds, and
real-life facts surrounding books they know and love!
WHY ROURKE: Since 1980, we’ve been committed to
bringing out the best non-fiction books to help you
bring out the best in your young learners. Our
carefully crafted topics encourage all students who
are "learning to read" and "reading to learn"!

Love Rises
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A single baby, born to save a world. Two ancient
prophecies, both foretelling the extinction of a race.
Two sides racing to their appointment with destiny. A
leader of men, determined to outwit the foretelling of
his doom, leads his people in a sickening massacre to
secure the continuation of his race. A single man,
troubled with nightmares and voices in dreams,
worries for his sanity as his life crumbles around him.
Alone and friendless, Vincent escapes to isolated
freedom, the loneliness forcing him to succumb to the
terrifying nightmares and finally, to listen to the
voices in the dreams. Many worlds away across the
aching void, Farra listens to the voices in her own
dreams, and embarks upon a perilous journey to bring
truth and justice to one troubled soul struggling to
find a purpose. The child that is now a man must face
his nemesis and end the tide of evil that laid waste his
world as he took his first breath. The voices in the
dreams lead them on a journey through space and
time, from world to world in a desperate struggle for
truth, justice, life.

Moths, Rust and Thieves
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with
secrets anonymously written on them by people from
all over the world and sent to the founder of
PostSecret, a community art project that evolved into
a website.

How Starbucks Saved My Life
2011 National Book Award Finalist As a fourteen-yearPage 22/26
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old who just moved to a new town, with no friends
and a louse for an older brother, Doug Swieteck has
all the stats stacked against him. So begins a comingof-age masterwork full of equal parts comedy and
tragedy from Newbery Honor winner Gary D. Schmidt.
As Doug struggles to be more than the “skinny thug”
that his teachers and the police think him to be, he
finds an unlikely ally in Lil Spicer—a fiery young lady
who “smelled like daisies would smell if they were
growing in a big field under a clearing sky after a
rain.” In Lil, Doug finds the strength to endure an
abusive father, the suspicions of a whole town, and
the return of his oldest brother, forever scarred, from
Vietnam. Together, they find a safe haven in the local
library, inspiration in learning about the plates of John
James Audubon’s birds, and a hilarious adventure on
a Broadway stage. In this stunning novel, Schmidt
expertly weaves multiple themes of loss and recovery
in a story teeming with distinctive, unusual characters
and invaluable lessons about love, creativity, and
survival.

Dispatches from the War Zone
Exposing the social and political landscape of
homelessness in Fresno, Dispatches from the War
Zone offers the reader a rare opportunity to
understand this issue from the perspective of the
homeless, their allies and an investigative journalist
who closely followed this story for more than 10
years. What at first appeared to be builders and
developers working with Fresno City Hall and the
police to move the homeless to more remote areas of
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town turns into something else entirely. We find
government corruption, a class action lawsuit against
the city for its unconstitutional attacks against the
homeless and the suspicious death of Pamela Kincaid,
the lead plaintiff in the legal action. Originally, it was
the federal government's de-funding of affordable
housing in the early 1980s that led to today's
homeless crisis. The book examines those structural
reasons for homelessness but also looks at what
grassroots groups in Fresno, working on alternatives,
have accomplished. Although the end to
homelessness has been elusive for those groups
doing business as usual, the paradigm shifts this book
suggests give new hope that a better world is
possible. There is a pathway to ending homelessness
and treating all people with the dignity and respect
they deserve.

Sarah, Plain and Tall
"First published in the United States of America by
G.P. Putnam's Sons, an imprint of Penguin Random
House LLC, 2016"--Title page verso.

The Lilean Chronicles: Book One ~
Redemption
21 ALDGATE by Patricia Friedberg is character-driven
historical fiction set in pre-WWII London's Jewish East
End and fashionable Chelsea, as well as in Germany
and France . It is a fictionalized story of the
relationship between the artist, Paul Maze, and his
young married assistant, Clara, during and after the
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writing of his memoir of the Great War. A feature film
based on the author's screenplay of 21 Aldgate, titled
"The One I Love," is presently in development by
Progress Pictures, Ltd., U.K. and The Future Film
Group, U.K. The target audience includes WWI and
WWII history buffs, Jewish history enthusiasts,
Anglophiles across the globe, and readers who enjoy
a great love story. Similar to The Postmistress in
tenor, 21 ALDGATE is a story of love and war that
bears witness to the prejudice, bias, aggression and
propaganda that influenced British society during the
buildup to WWII.
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